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About This Game

Warning: Please take caution if you have problems with seizures or similar issues! This game features many flashing bright
lights!

Will you enter the SPACE HOLE?

Can you traverse the LEVELS?

In the near future, humans discover the missing piece for faster-than-light travel: giant glass spheres.
All we needed to break the light-barrier was the light-ball... and now we've done it.

Alone in your capsule, you venture into the deepest reaches of Space... through the SPACE HOLE.

SPACE HOLE is reminiscent of games like Antichamber, Marble Madness, Katamari Damacy, with a healthy dose of Super
Monkey Ball and a dash of pulp sci-fi. Prepare for a single-player adventure through over 100 levels, split into hubs like Hell

and the Eyeballs Dimension.

Music is from Beverly Crusher, a local Seattle indie punk band.

Supports gamepad (eg Xbox 360 pad) or mouse & keyboard!
Graphical settings that will work for most computers!
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space hole 2016

Space hole is fun puzzle game that is a bit bizarre. It reminds me a lot of super monkey ball and is very well done. I like the
gameplay and the level design is pretty good. This is a great time killer game with a pretty good soundtrack by a band that I plan
on looking up. I definitely recommend it to kill time and it will probably be my time killer game. Congrats to the creator this is
fun and I look forward to playing more.. It's space hole. What else do you need? What? Are you too good for space hole? No.
Noone is too good fo space hole you stupid ♥♥♥♥. GO ♥♥♥♥ YOURSELF IF YOU DON'T LIEK SPACE HOLE.
YEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH SPACE HOLE ♥♥♥♥♥ES.
WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. SPACE HOLE.

Great soundtrack! Game fun for price good.. Probably the best game ever made. The announcement of the 2018 version has
brought me back to this game. Dispite the preformance issues and the lack of any sort of instructions, this game is actually fun;
in a weird, twisted sort of way.. Charming, weird and crazy little ball-physics puzzler with a rocking soundtrack and a very
appealing little simple Unity style. Sometimes frustrating physics and level search. For that price it's a no brainer.. It's not a very
bad game,but damn it gives me headaches just watching it. If you can somehow tolerate/ignore the strange visuals,I think you
can enjoy this game.. I bought this game thinking it was going to be completely like the zoo race in its quality. but after playing
a couple of levels I am pleasently surprised but how well the game plays and the soundtrack is rather good. Is it the best game
I've ever played? no certainly not, but seeing how its made by one person and it has a good idea that plays well, I'll give it a pass.
It's not the best looking or playing but I can see the potential here. I would say 99 cents is a good price for the game in its state,
The only thing so far I don't like is the starting screen being rather nauseating when looking at it. I look forward to see what the
developer can do in the future. Get the game when you need a boredom killer, Don't get the game if you want something
extremely immersive or story driven.. The name says it all.
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Get your ball into that Spacehole.. Why can't I buy the ost?

This game made me reevaluate my life and convert to the cult of the Great Space Hole. YOU GOTTA GO IN THE SPACE
HOLE.

This game has a beautiful, well developed storyline that makes games like Life is Strange seem like the workings of a toddler.
Mr. Sam Atlas has created a classic that will be played for generations.. I had about a dollar left in my budget and was looking
for the most interesting title for that price, and now I can say I found it. Very fun and the soundtrack is great!. Space hole is fun
puzzle game that is a bit bizarre. It reminds me a lot of super monkey ball and is very well done. I like the gameplay and the
level design is pretty good. This is a great time killer game with a pretty good soundtrack by a band that I plan on looking up. I
definitely recommend it to kill time and it will probably be my time killer game. Congrats to the creator this is fun and I look
forward to playing more.. I bought this game thinking it was going to be completely like the zoo race in its quality. but after
playing a couple of levels I am pleasently surprised but how well the game plays and the soundtrack is rather good. Is it the best
game I've ever played? no certainly not, but seeing how its made by one person and it has a good idea that plays well, I'll give it a
pass. It's not the best looking or playing but I can see the potential here. I would say 99 cents is a good price for the game in its
state, The only thing so far I don't like is the starting screen being rather nauseating when looking at it. I look forward to see
what the developer can do in the future. Get the game when you need a boredom killer, Don't get the game if you want
something extremely immersive or story driven.. Good bad-art, cool music, fun level design.

If you've ever seen a speed run of Monkey Ball where they ricochet their way to the goal, imagine levels made around that, but
which are really short and have instant restart to avoid frustration. Easily worth a couple bucks IMO.. quot;YOU
GOTTA
GO
IN
THE
S P A C E
H O L E"

I enjoyed this game a lot. I also really like how you need to move your sphere along a thin course in order to either reset data, or
get an achievement.
There's hints of Super Monkey Ball in here, with some interestingly designed courses and an above average soundtrack. Controls
are a little finnicky, but the addition of controller support is welcome.
Honestly, I went in with low expectations, expecting a sub-par unity asset hell experience, but in the long run, I enjoyed the
game, and had myself a really nice time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpfYJO9P7NA. The only dissapointment is that i expect it to suck.
10/10. I had about a dollar left in my budget and was looking for the most interesting title for that price, and now I can say I
found it. Very fun and the soundtrack is great!
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